Indiana NASP State Tournament - Score Card Handling Instructions
Protect the score card
The official score card MUST NOT BE bent, folded, torn, soiled, taped, stapled or written on anywhere
outside the bubble area. The ONLY marks on the scorecard should be the bubbled in scores and shooter
number, checkmarks in the box adjacent to each end and the signatures.
Fill in shooter information
Fill in shooter Information before reporting to the assigned shooting lane. A label with the shooter number,
flight time, lane number and lane left or right designation will be attached. The archer must bubble in their
own shooter number before reporting for their flight.
Official score cards remain at the target
Upon reporting for the flight, archers will be directed to place the card on the board on the target line at the
appropriate target. These score cards will be removed from the target area by lane officials only at the
conclusion of each flight. Archers may NOT take their score card away from the target.
Scoring
Archer “A” will call out and bubble Archer “B”s arrows. Archer “B” will confirm the bubbles are correct by
checking the box adjacent to the end. Then archers will reverse roles. No arrows may be touched or pulled
until the scores for the end are completed and the score board returned to the target line. Archers shooting in
a lane alone raise their hand and wait for a lane official to score them.
Corrections on the scorecard
ONLY lane officials may make corrections to the scorecard. Archers must NOT erase or “X” out scores.
Archers may NOT take a pencil, eraser or pen to the target area. Doing so is cause for disqualification.
If there is a correction to be made, the archer will notify a lane official, the official will make the correction and
document on the back of the card. Both archers must agree to the correction.
Archer’s Must Sign Score Cards After Shooting
At the conclusion of each flight, the archer and witness must each sign the score card. By signing the card, the
archer agrees that all scores are correct. After the scorecard is signed and given to the range official, scores
cannot be changed. Blank rows on the scorecard will be counted as a zero. Rows with 2 numbers will be
counted as the highest number. When a blank row is directly above or below a row with two numbers
bubbled the lower of the two will be entered into the empty row. The tournament cannot be delayed while
archers photograph or copy their scores.
Lane Officials Will Deliver Score Cards to the Scorer’s Area
At no time are scorecards to be taken away from the target area. Removal from the target area by anyone
other than tournament officials can result in disqualification. After scorecards are signed by the shooters,
please give to range official. Archers must NOT take the scorecard to the coach.

